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MARTINE POLISSET
A Taste for Forms

F

or 35 years the French ceramicist Martine Polisset has
concentrated on revealing the beauty of natural forms.
We met at her studio in Biot, a medieval village overlooking the Côte d’Azur.
Martine Polisset’s studio is on a narrow street behind the
church in the heart of the village, just a minute’s walk from
the charming Place des Arcades where one of the last authentic
Provençal restaurants of the village is to be found. Because times
change and Biot is no longer what it was – a place full of indolent charm and a hangout where artists could savour the sweet
life of the south of France – Martine sometimes says that she’ll
leave. “But I have friends here, a nice house and a peaceful workshop. It’s not easy to leave a place that you’ve known all your
life. My parents bought a plot to build on in the 50s; we came
here for our summer holidays,” said Martine.
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Martine grew up in Paris, her father was an architect and her
mother a fashion designer. As she had always liked drawing, she
first went to Atelier Met de Penninghen, an art school in Paris,
for foundation courses before specialising in ceramics at the Ecole
les Métiers d’Art in Paris where she met Claude Champy, Bernard
Dejonghe and Jacques Buchholtz. After graduation from the Ecole
les Métiers d’Art in 1968, Martine worked at a ceramic studio in
St. Maur outside Paris and perfected her painted glaze technique.
Settling in the south of France in 1970, Martine began to express
her passion for the natural world through her first clay sculptures.
Entering her workshop is like going into a deep vaulted cave. In
fact it was formerly an ancient bakery; remnants of its original oven
are still visible. Some of her early pieces are on display: oversized
eggplants, zucchini and garlic bulbs with their dull enamel. Just in
front of a big electric kiln is one of a series of her coral sculptures: a
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opposite page
Théière Cœur - 2007 - 28 x 21 cm, stoneware grogged clay
above
Plissée Noire - 2012 - 44 x 30 cm, stoneware grogged clay

tall standing branch glazed in bright yellow and mounted on a
wood base. Another oversized coral variation glazed in brilliant red
is positioned nearby; each abstraction in perfect balance. The small
natural coral models, intensely studied for the series, are arranged
on her desk beside a book about Anish Kapoor.
Martine Polisset has always collected things, bits of wood or
bark, stones, shells and seeds picked up on walks and then left
in a corner of the studio waiting to be rediscovered with a fresh
eye. In the centre of the studio is a table where she works using
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earthenware clay or, as in her recent pieces, a stoneware clay which
she patiently builds up using the coiling technique. The artist has
recently been interested in more abstract forms which she refines,
interprets and transforms, either without a model, or starting from
a simple concave base which allows her to develop several alternative variations.
Her work takes on two parallel directions. On the one hand it
borders on an austerity focusing on pure line – exploring voids in
which sometimes a form repeats itself like an echo, evoking infinity. The other area explores the complexity of twisted and pleated
forms playing on rhythm, and the shadows cast on their unglazed
white or brown surfaces, as in one such piece inspired by the Vajra,
a ritual symbol of Buddhist ceremonies.
Because she likes the contrast of tone and texture, a smooth,
glossy coating of bright colour is juxtaposed with an unglazed area
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opposite top -

above - Hybride Brune - 2011 - 65 x 36 cm, earthenware clay

Plissée Rythme - 2014 - 35 x 32 cm, paper clay

below - Matrice Spirale Bleue - 2010 - 18 x14 cm, grogged clay
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of clay. Over time, Martine has abandoned the use of brilliant primary colours - sunny, exuberant hues suggestive of
the South - for softer more nuanced tones which compliment her exploration of forms which are less literal and
more conceptual.
One of her latest series, the “Bifaces”, is inspired by Neolithic axe heads. Using formed paper clay while it is still
moist, she applies a plastic film which has been painted
with copper and iron oxides. When removed several minutes later, the film functions as a transfer, leaving a subtle
patina of lines and marks suggestive of a long mineral evolution.
In the group called Monolithe, made in collaboration
with the glass artist Antoine Pierini for a recent exhibition
in Biot, a grey piece in the centre of one sculpture evokes
a granite pebble while in other works from Bifaces, black
glaze intermingled with turquoise or jade green, is suggestive of precious stones.
According to Martine, the purer the form the more perfect the contour has to be. She has a sculptor’s eye.
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Artist Statement
I am a ceramicist from Biot, France, who creates biomorphic sculptures. Found objects from nature are my
inspiration and in reinterpreting these objects as concepts of new life forms, I try to capture the essence of
life. My interest in organic forms began with a childhood curiosity for nature. I have always collected seeds,
shells, fruit – those early observations laid the foundation for the direction my work would take later in my
career. Each unique sculpture is formed using the coiling
technique. The clays I use are: earthenware, stoneware
and sometimes grogged bodies. Oxides or colour glazes
are often added. Elements of line, contour and plane
are very important to me. The profiles of my sculpture
build tension, and at the same time achieve balance
and harmony. In exploring styles of abstraction I like to
play with dichotomies: emptiness and fullness, hollows
and curves, matt and glossy. I use light, space and shape
to give my work a rhythm like music.

Pascale Nobécourt is a journalist, specialising in contemporary ceramics,
a regular contributor to the French magazine, La Revue de la céramique et
du verre. She lives in Caderousse, France.
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Martine Polisset will be taking part in
“Révélations”, Fine Craft and Creation Fair,
at the Grand Palais in Paris
September 10 - 13, 2015.

Martine Polisset
Sculpture Céramique
45 rue Sous-Barri
06410 Biot / France
Tel: +33 (0)4 93 65 06 53
m.polisset@free.fr I www.martinepolisset.com
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“I look at a lot of profiles, planes, proportions, equilibrium. The form
must not be weak,” Martine said. It is this same elegance of line which
seizes her imagination in the photographs of Karl Blossfeldt whose remarkable vegetal fantasies are pinned on the wall of the studio.
Even if it has become crowded with time, Martine is content with her
studio lair, the refuge which houses all the ingredients for her creative
alchemy. In the summer, when the heat fills all the streets in the village,
it’s cool under the fourteenth century arched stone vault. If she wants
to meet people she has only to raise the blinds at the door and curious
tourists holidaying on the Côte d’Azur will find their way into the studio.
Whenever she can, Martine takes off to work outside in the nearby
garden of a friend. “I like to have this direct contact with nature. It brings
out other things,” she said.
Martine has lived well from her cheerful vegetable sculptures and especially from her pomegranates for which she once accepted a commission requesting 15 different stages of maturity: from closed fruit to ripe
and rupturing with red grains. In another approach, she greatly enlarged
the pomegranate as well as a fennel for an exhibition at Alain Ducasse’s
Monaco restaurant (Martine’s bronze Kakis is part of Mr Ducasse’s collection). Some of Martine’s large-scale pieces inspired by nature vary in
subject from a bean reinterpreted to become a tall totem to a sculpture of
a stylized shrimp.
She occasionally makes trophies or takes part in competitions such as
one organized by the Vallauris Art Institute, for whom she made a very
beautiful urn (which was shown at CkOMSA Gallery in Vallauris, June
27 – August 29, 2015).
The common denominator of Martine’s creative approach is a sensibility for the natural forms, which when enlarged reveal their unseen
beauty.
The poet Paul Valéry, when moved by the beauty of a simple shell and
wanting to forgo all scientific and intellectual explanations, found that
he could only murmur: “Who then made this”?

